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Status
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Some formatting for the calendar has been lost

Version
13.x Regression
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Description
The following have been lost for the calendar module:

• "Checkerboard" pattern of changing the background on alternating days
• Font size of the day numbers
• Header styling
• Highlighting of today (today always has a class of calhighlight)

Also the highlighting of today has been lost for the full calendar as well (in all views - monthly, weekly, etc.)

Solution
The highlighting of today has been fixed in the main calendar. The styling of the module is debatable whether checkerbox should continue to be there.

Importance
8
Easy to solve?
8
Priority
64

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: [trunk ▼][Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance]
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Comments

Nelson Ko 30 Jun 14 21:28 GMT-0000

I have added the calendar module to this site. What exactly do you mean by Header and font size?

As for the checkerboard pattern, may warrant separate bug as it does not seem critical to me (it actually looks better without checkerbox IMO)

Gary Cunningham-Lee 01 Jul 14 04:21 GMT-0000

FullCalendar doesn't seem to provide the HTML for even/odd day treatment, so if that's activated, no checkerboard pattern will show. I don't see any way to work around the limitation easily. This is also true in Tiki 12, isn't it, so technically this may not be a Tiki 13 blocker?

In my localhost, when I turn off FullCalendar and use the legacy calendar, the checkerboard pattern displays on the calendar page; I didn't check about the calendar module yet.

I think some CSS rules may be missing on the theme stylesheet level for calendars, such as the highlighting. I'll check on that.
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